
WAS WWI INEVITABLE ESSAYS

Free Essay: The First World War has established an unforgettable war was caused there was a violation of the Treaty of
Versailles from WWI.

World War II led to poverty levels rising throughout the world, the atom bomb, the Cold War, and a very high
number of casualties throughout the world. The German army was a powerful force but Germany wanted to
increase its strength by acquiring colonies. After the war was over almost every eastern country was
completely destroyed Its economy would receive a good boost from the increase in the ammunitions industry
if Germany went to war. Japan would turn to industrialization and militarism, while China would mostly
remain an agricultural society. The spark that set off the war was small however; Wilhelm was yearning for
any reason to start a war. Firstly, the industrialization occurring in European countries at the beginning of the
20th century was a cause to the nationalistic attitude among the citizens in each country that reached the
conclusive result of war to settle the battle for supremacy among the nations. Unlike what we usually see in
TV dramas, it is more than just people sending representatives to different countries to visit or negotiation
about debatable agreements. Heath And Company,  President Woodrow Wilson came up with a large portion
of the treaty such as the League of Nations and his famous 14 points. He denounced the German claim that the
war was defensive or preventive, by noting that the What were the long term causes of WWI? Most
importantly, World War 1 was fought on the basis of a full World War because of the colonies of each
European country that involved mostly all the nations. The patriotic attitudes that formed in Europe were
stressing relationships negatively and it caused a rise in international tensions. Alliances made the European
countries pick sides, therefore it divided Europe. Furthermore, fear and concern His monarchistic views were
highly influential in shaping the government while he was reigning as president, and as a Bismarck's Alliance
words - 6 pages further the desire for war. The League of Nations had been born. It started out with the growth
of weapons. The factors that encourged the Germans and Japanese forces allowed them to take over other
countries and kill many of people. This didn't work very well, as we can see, and ended with the breakout of
World War 2. Now, years later, from a different point of view, the Germans and Japanese accomplished
nothing but just killing innocent people. One major example was Alsace-Lorraine, which was constantly being
fought between France and Germany. WriteWork has over , sample papers" Prof. However, due to the strong
nationalistic and militaristic context of these countries and the personal biases of historians, there has been
consistent debate whether the purpose of history should be to present the war orthodoxly as a glorified
national narrative or to attempt r The alliances were strong and the war was costly. Nevertheless, war did
inevitably break out because in each country leaders performed certain actions or failed to, for that matter ,
which caused a domino affect of conflicts that led to mobilization and battle. Serbian nationalism was the
source of the conflicts in the Balkans. All the European powers except Austria-Hungary and Russia had
colonies in Africa and consequently, there were many clashes between countries like France, Britain, Germany
and Italy. Wilson, K.


